
Today, commodities like coffee and tea are part of everyday life for many 

people throughout the world. But what is the history behind them, and 

why did they become so popular? This episode looks at how tea helped 

launched the Industrial Revolution, and how a biological thirst for caffeine 

may have helped drive the American Revolution. This episode explores 

the chemical makeup of caffeine and links human cravings to transforma-

tive events in human history, providing context for understanding the role 

of caffeine in our lives today. 

Curriculum Links
H2®’s Big History series is a great fit with a range of courses and units on history, science and technol-
ogy, social studies and global studies. It is most appropriate for high school students but is suitable 
for middle school students as well. The series can be used as a companion to the Big History Project 
online course and curriculum. (Visit www.bighistoryproject.com to learn more.)

Identif  ication Terms
The terms below are used in this episode; defining them will help students understand some of the 
concepts explored in this series. Using a dictionary or another resource, students can find definitions 
for these terms before or after watching the episode. As they are watching, students can also keep a 
list of terms from each episode in the Big History series to define.

adrenaline commodity dopamine mercantile unprecedented  
colonialism cosmic  ingest  quintillion      

Discussion Questions
1.  Based on what you learned in this episode, what role might caffeine 

have played in the American Revolution? How did this perspective 
change the way you think about this time period?   

2.  What does the term “reward centers” mean when describing  
brain function? 

3.  How did the creation of the moon help produce Earth’s unique  
environment? 

4.  How can caffeine be poisonous for some species but not for humans? 
5.  Why was coffee a popular trade item in the 18th century?  

How did the thirst for coffee help stimulate colonialism?

BrainBoost



Activities
1.  The Rush. This episode explores the role of caffeine throughout history including the biological con-

nections that draw humans to caffeine. What elements make up caffeine? Create a graphic illustrating 
the structure of caffeine and, if possible, also include a graphic showing the effects of caffeine on the 
human brain.

2.  The Big History of Coffee and Tea. Coffee and tea are dominant beverages in our world today. Pick 
one of these and create a Little Big History of coffee or tea. These can be individual or group projects 
created in PowerPoint, presented in a short video or another format. 

3.  The American Revolution Reconsidered. This episode gives us a new take on the American  
Revolution, looking at the ways commodities like tea shaped the conflict. How does a Big History  
perspective change our interpretation of the factors leading to the Revolution? Answer this question in 
an essay or classroom discussion. 

Ref  lections After Watching
What were the three most interesting things you learned from watching this episode of Big History?

Web Links
Learn more about the American Revolution:
www.history.com/topics/american-revolution

Learn more about the Boston Tea Party: 
www.history.com/topics/american-revolution

The Big History Project: 
www.bighistoryproject.com

Related Reading
Note: These books are recommended for educators and advanced student 
readers who may want to read selections from these books to further their  
understanding of the topics explored in this episode. 

Brown, Richard, et al. Major Problems in the Era of the American Revolution,  
1760-1791: Documents and Essays. (Cengage Learning, 2012).

Moxham, Roy. A Brief History of Tea. (Running Press, 2009).

Pendergrast, Mark. Uncommon Grounds: The History of Coffee and How It  
Transformed Our World. (Basic Books, 2010).
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